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ABSTRACT 

The problem of accurately locating the position of an animal using noisy direc

tional data is treated here from the viewpoint of extended Kalman filtering method

ology. The physical model considered consists of an animal moving randomly in a 

confined area and the location of it is tracked using several fixed measuring devices, 

each of which is nominally capable measuring the angular location of the animal from 

its own location. These angular measurements are inaccurate due to random noise. 

The system is modelled mathematically as follows. Time is assumed to move in dis

crete steps which coincide with moments at which measurements are taken. During 

a given time step, the movement of the animal is described by a linear difference 

equation driven by random noise, and the inaccuracies of the measuring devices are 

modelled as additive noise with zero mean and known covariance. The extended 

Kalman filtering problem for this system is formulated, and theoretical analysis is 

carried out. It is shown that if the animal movement is suitably confined, then 

the covariance of estimation errors satisfy a stable dynamical system. In particu

lar, bounds on the magnitude of the covariance of estimation errors are derived. It 

is also shown that there is an associated extended Kalman filtering problem with 

stable filter and covariance dynamics. Extensive simulation experiments are carried 

out to compare the performance of Kalman filtering strategies with well established 

triangulation methods. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring free-ranging animals while they pursue their daily movements and 

activities is a very important part in wildlife studies. Transmitters, each with a unique 

identifying frequency are attached to the animals, and signals from these transmitters 

are received by researchers to track the animals. The signals received are often in the 

form of angles, which are slightly off from true azimuth of the receiver due to small 

inaccuracies of measuring devices. Therefore, the problem of estimating the location 

of the animal using these observations require some careful thought. There are several 

well established methods for this purpose, and they are all commonly referred to as 

triangulation methods. In this study we are suggesting a new approach to estimating 

the true position of the animal. A mathematical analysis is carried out to show the 

efficiency of this approach and simulations are run to compare this with established 

methods. 

Radio tracking techniques have been used with a variety of North American ver

tebrate, such as voles, lemmings, foxes, deer, and elk. Past studies have addressed 

many topics such as, daily movement, migration patterns, habitat use, survival, and 

population estimation. Other than conventional radio telemetry, methods such as 

satellite radiotelemetry, that would very accurately estimate the animals position is 

now available to the researcher. But differences in observation rate such as canopy 

cover and habitat, as well as cost, weight, bulkiness and operational costs will limit 

their use. 

One of the most common uses of wildlife radio-tracking is for the estimation of 

the location of a tagged animal. Techniques used to obtain locations of instrumented 

animals can be divided into two broad categories, those using triangulation and all 

other nontriangulation procedures. 



Nontriangulation methods typically involve an observer following the transmitted 

signal in the direction of increasing strength until the instrumented animal is seen. 

This method is good with animals which occupy open environments and animals 

which are unwary, slow moving, or relatively sedentary. 

Triangulation is the process of estimating the location of a transmitter by using 

two or more directional bearings obtained from known locations remote from the 

position of the transmitters. In an ideal situation the directions pointed out by the 

receivers should meet at a single point; the true location of the transmitter. However, 

inaccuracies of measuring devices cause indicated directions to deviate somewhat, 

hence the indicated directions will meet at a single point only in the case when 

there are exactly two receivers. In the case of three or more receivers one has to 

resort to methods from the theory of statistical estimation. Kalman filtering method 

proposed here belongs to the latter category. In addition, three other statistical 

estimation methods are discussed in this thesis. The first method, referred to as least 

squares estimation, attempts to find a point which has the property that the sum of 

the squares of distances to azimuth directions measured at receiving stations is the 

minimum possible. The second method, which is a refinement of it, minimizes the 

sum of squares of the sine function of the angular errors. The third one, referred to 

as maximum likelihood estimator, maximizes the log function of the joint probability 

density function of measurements. 

The primary focus in the thesis is on applying Kalman filtering method, a well 

known technique in control theory, to wildlife tracking problem. Kalman filter was 

invented in 1960 by R. E. Kalman. Since then it has been used extensively in radar 

tracking, multitarget tracking, mulitsensor tracking and many other engineering prob

lems. A Kalman filter, which is typically a computer program, is used to filter out 

noise in the data to the maximum extent possible. In the wildlife tracking prob

lem,sources of inaccuracies are the errors in the electronic and mechanical components 

of measuring devices and the random movement of the animal. In short, Kalman fil-



ter attempts to average out all available data in an intelligent way in order to make 

maximal use of all available information. 

1.1 Content of the Dissertation 

In the second chapter, a basic introduction to triangulation methods is given. 

Triangulation with two receivers as well as with more than two receivers are dis

cussed briefly. Formulae are derived for finding estimates of the transmitter using 

exact or iterative procedures, and formulae are given to compute the covariance of 

the uncertainty of the estimate. The third chapter contains a short introduction to 

Kalman filtering. The mathematical problem of interest to us, namely the properties 

of the Kalman filter encountered in wildlife telemetry, is formulated in the fourth 

chapter, and analyzed in detail in the fifth chapter. It is an unfortunate fact that 

in certain cases Kalman filter tend to behave quite poorly, thus it is important to 

understand conditions under which Kalman filter estimates are reliable. Such con

ditions are established in this chapter. Chapter VI discusses the special situation 

when the measurement inaccuracies are quite large. Chapter VII contains simulation 

results in order to compare Kalman filtering with triangulation methods. Chapter 

VIII contains concluding remarks. 



CHAPTER II 

TRIANGULATION METHODS IN WILDLIFE RADIO TRACKING 

A widely used method in wildlife radio tracking is to estimate the location of a 

transmitter (fixed to an animal) using two or more receiving stations using a triangula

tion procedure. The receivers may be located on stationary towers or mobile vehicles. 

Commonly, only the direction of the received signal at each station is known[30]. Ide

ally if one were to draw lines along the directions indicated by the signals, they should 

meet at a point, which is the location of the animal. This is the reason for referring 

to this method as triangulation method. However, in practice all measurements are 

inaccurate, and these lines may faU to meet at a single point. Thus, an interesting 

question is how to estimate the true location of the animal from the noisy azimuth 

data from measurements. 

Triangulation methods typically do not exploit the memory in the system, i.e., 

present set of measurements is used to estimate the present location of the animal. 

These estimates are of the form of mean location and a geometric shape or an area 

indicating the uncertainty of this location (see e.g., [30]). There have been sev

eral statistical models proposed to describe the inaccuracies of measuring devices. 

Measurements being angles, it is imprecise and inaccurate to describe the statistical 

distribution of the measurements using an additive Gaussian noise model. An angle 

has the property that the direction pointed by it returns to the same direction when 

the angle varies by a multiple of 2TT. Hence, an angle is generally thought of as a 

point on the circle. Mardia [20] and Mardia and Jupp [21] describe several proba

bility distributions on the circle, among these. Von Mises and Wrapped Normal or 

Theta distribution are the most relevant. Wrapped Normal or Theta distribution is 

described in chapter VI. Von Mises distribution has the density function. 



Figure 2.1: Typical Polar Plot of the Von Mises Distribution 

f{0) ^KCos{9—ij,) (2.1) 
27r/o(«;) 

where, fi is the mean direction and At is known as the concentration parameter. The 

function /O(AC) is defined by. 

1 r^"" cos 9 de 

E _ ' _ / ^ \ 2 r 
{ry^2' • 

r=0 ^ ' 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

A typical polar plot of the probability density function of the Von Mises distribu

tion is shown in Figure 2.1. 

In the authoritative reference on wildlife radio-tracking by White and Garrot [30], 

a distinction is made between the case of two receiving stations and more than two 

receiving stations. Of course, one receiving station is insufficient for triangulation 



purposes for obvious reasons. (Note, however that if it is assumed that the animal 

is in random motion and repetitive measurements are made, Kalman filtering can be 

used to make at least an educated guess on the location.) 

2.1 Triangulation Using Two Receivers 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the triangulation method using two receiving stations. 

Pi = {Pl,l,Pl,2) P2 = {P2,l,P2,2) 

Figure 2.2: Triangulation Using Two Receivers 

Azimuth directions measured as ai and 0:2 are used to estimate the location of 

the animal by drawing lines along directions indicated by ai and a2 and marking the 

point of intersection of them. Let us define /3i = 7r/2 — a,, i — 1, 2. It is clear that 

the following hold: 

(a;-pii)tan/3i = [y-pu), 

(2;-p2i) tan/32 = {y-P22)-

These can be solved to obtain (see e.g. [30]), 

(2.1) 



y = 

(P22 - P12) COS /3i COS ^2 + b i i siti Pi COS P2 - P21 COS ^1 sin /32] 

sm(/3i - ^2) 

(P2i - Pu) sin /5i sin /32 + [pi2 sin ^2 cos /3i - P22 cos /32 sin /3i] 
(2.2) 

sm(^i - ^2) 

These formulae describe the estimated location of the animal. Observe that these 

formulae are well defined unless the two directions indicated by the receivers are the 

same or the exact opposite, i.e.,^i = ^2 or A = /32 + TT. 

2.1.1 Error analysis of Triangulation Estimate Using Two Receivers 

White and Garrot [30] describe a graphical method for estimating the uncertainty 

of estimation. Let us suppose that it is desired to estimate a region in which the animal 

is located with a confidence level of a. (White and Garrot [30] state that a confidence 

level of .95 is common in wildlife radio-tracking.) Associate a confidence level of ^/Q. 

with each of the measuring stations. Now from the probability distributions of the 

measuring devices (these are assumed to be known) a symmetric bounding regions of 

azimuth are marked around each measurement as shown in Figure 2.3 

White and Garrot [30] propose the area of the uncertainty region as a measure of 

the uncertainty of the location of the animal. 

We derive an expression for the covariance matrix of the estimation error as fol

lows. The formulae in equation (2.2) can be written as 

ye 
v{pl,h)- (2.3) 

The differential of (2.3) is 

dXe 

dye 
D^iPlj2) 

dPi 

d/32 

(2.4) 



Pi = (Pl,l,Pl,2) P2 = (P2,1,P2,2) 

Figure 2.3: Region of Uncertainty in Triangulation Using Two Receivers 

Upon computation oi Dip{Pi,/32), (2.4) has the explicit form. 

dxp = 

dye = 

sec^/3i{(tan^i -ta.n/32)pn - (P22 -P12+P11 tan^i - p2i tan/32)}ciA 

(tan/5i-tan^2)^ 
sec^{(p22 -P i2 + p i i t a n ^ i -p2i tan^2) - (tan^gj - tan/32)p2i}c?;92 

(tan^i -tan/32)2 
csc^ Pi{pi2 cot Pi - P22 cot p2 + P21 - Pii - (cot /3i - cot P2)Pl2}dl3l 

(cotA -cot^2)^ 
csc^ /52{(cot /5i - cot P2)P22 - (pi2 cot /3i - p22 cot ^2 + P21 - Pn)}dp2 

(cot /3i - cot /32y 

Let us rewrite this in the form. 

dXe 

dye 
= M 

dPi 

_dP2 _ 
(2.5) 

Let us assume that Pi and P2 are uncorrelated. Then, the covariance matrix of the 

uncertainty of the estimate up to first order terms is 

8 



R = M 
var{Pi) 0 

0 var{P2) 
M^ (2.6) 

In our opinion, equation (2.6) gives a better idea of the uncertainty of the estimated 

location of the animal, since it enables us to fit a probabilistic model, e.g., Gaussian 

distribution, for the estimated location, 

'̂"•''' = i; îp5^"''*-5 
Xfi Xp 

ye-ye 

R-' 
XQ XQ 

ye-Ve 
(2.7) 

where [xe,ye]^ is given by the right hand side of equation (2.2). 

In spite of the feasibility to express the covariance of the estimation error explicitly, 

expressing uncertainty in terms of tetragonal regions is quite common [30]. Here we 

propose a method to compute an approximation of the covariance of the error from 

an uncertainty tetragon. 

Let us suppose that an uncertainty tetragon with confidence level a has co

ordinates qi = {qii,qi2), i = 1,2,3,4 as shown in Figure 2.4. Let R denote the 

region enclosed by it. 



QA = (94,1,94,2) 

93 = (93,1,93,2) 

92 = (92,1,92,2) 

9 i = (91,1,91,2) 

Figure 2.4: Uncertainty Rectangle 

Let its centroid be at g = (91,92). Suppose that no two sides are parallel. In 

that case by extending sides; it is possible to reconstruct the location of the receiving 

stations and angles {Pi,P2) as the angles of lines joining the receiving stations to q. 

Now using formulae (2.5-2.7) it is possible to reconstruct the covariance matrix 71 of 

the uncertainty of estimation of the location of the animal. On the other hand, if 

one or both sets of opposite sides of the uncertainty tetragon are parallel, then the 

parallel directions can be treated as principal directions of a Gaussian distribution 

and hence covariance matrix TZ is easily estimated. 

2.2 Triangulation Using More than Two Receiver 

When the number of receivers exceed two, then more sophisticated methods are 

required to estimate the location of the transmitter. Here, three methods are dis

cussed. The first method, referred to as least squares estimation, or LS for short, 

attempts to find a point which has the property that the sum of the squares of dis

tances to azimuth directions measured at receiving stations is the minimum possible. 

10 



The second method, which is a refinement of it, minimizes the sum of squares of the 

sine function of the angular errors. The third one, referred to as maximum likeli

hood estimator, or MLE for short, maximizes the log function of the joint probability 

density function of measurement errors. 

2.2.1 Least Squares Estimation 

Suppose that there are N receivers located at pi,...,pN as shown in Figure 2.5. 

Suppose the receiver at Pi points the location of the transmitter in the direction of 

line li. Given a point {x,y), suppose the distance from it to line /j is equal to di. It 

is desired to find {x,y) such that J^^^i df is the minimum possible. 

PN = {PN,I,PN,2) 

P I = (Pl,l,Pl,2) P2 = (P2,1,P2,2) 

Figure 2.5: Least Squares Estimation Using N Receivers 

This problem was formulated, and a closed form solution was given by Luenberger 

[19]. Presentation below closely foUows the discussion in [19]. 

Let us suppose that line k is incUned to the x-direction by an angle ft. Then, the 

direction cosine of the line k is equal to (cos A, sin/5i). Therefore, the distance from 

11 



the point {x,y) to the line k is computed by taking the cross product of {{x,y) ~Pi) 

vector with the unit vector (coS;5j,sin/5j), i.e., 

di = \{x -pii)s\nPi - {y - pi2) Q.OS Pi\. 

Thus, 

N N 

Y^dJ = ^[{x - Pn) s\n Pi - {y - pi2) cos pi]'^. (2.1) 
(=1 

We are seeking {x,y) which minimizes J2i=id'i. Since the right hand side of (2.1) is 

a positive definite quadratic form in {x,y), it admits a unique solution which can be 

expressed as a closed form expression. In order to do this, let us rewrite the right 

hand side of (2.1) as 

N 

J2d' = [^,y]Q 
1=1 

X 

y 
-2[x,yfP + L, 

where 

N 

Q = 

p = 

E 
1=1 

N 

E 
1=1 

sin^ Pi - sin Pi cos Pi 

— sin Pi cos Pi cos^ Pi 

Pn sin^ Pi -pi2 sin Pi cos Pi 

Pi2 cos^ Pi - p i i sin Pi cos Pi 

and 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

N 

L = Y^{pii sin^ Pi + Pi2 cos^ Pi - 2piiPi2 cos pi sin Pi). 
i=l 

Completing squares in the right hand side of (2.2) rewrite it as 

(2.5) 

N 

T,-^ = i 
1=1 

X 

y 
- Q-'PVQi 

X 

y 

- Q-^P) + L- P'^Q-'P. (2.6) 

12 



Thus, the solution for {xe,ye) which minimizes Yl^^idf is 

= Q-'P. 
ye 

Using the notation. 

C = [cosPi,...,COSpNf, 

s = [sin Pi,..., sin Pi^f, 

q = \piisinpi-pi2Cosei,...,pNisinpN-pN2CosPN], 

this solution can be written in more compact form as. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Xe _ <s,s> -<c,s> <s,q> 

ye -<c,s><c,c> - < c,q> 

< c,c >< s,q > — < c,s X q,c> 

< c,s >< q,s > — < s,s >< q,c> 

where a =< s, s >< c,c> — < c,s >< c,s >. 

1 
a 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Formula (2.11) gives a closed form expression for the least squares estimate of the 

location of the transmitter. Its covariance can be computed in the same way as was 

done in the previous section. Let us start with the equation 

Q 
ye 

= p, (2.12) 

where Q and P are given in (2.3, 2.4) respectively, and compute the differentials, 

dQ 
XQ 

. y^. 
+ Q 

dXe 

dye 
dP, (2.13) 

13 



where 

and 

N 

dQ = J2 
i=l 

2sinPiCosPi {sin^Pi - cos'^Pi) 

{sin^ Pi - cos^ P^) - 2 sin A cos A 
dPi (2.14) 

AT 

dP = Y, 
2=1 

2 sin Pi cos piPii (sin^ /?, - cos^ I3i)p,2 

- 2 sin A cos PiPi2 (sin^ A - cos^ pi)pn 
dpi. 

Therefore, 

dXe 

dye 
Q-'{dQ) 

Xg 

ye 
+ Q-'dP. 

Rewrite this as 

dXe 

dye 

N 

Y^KidPi 

Then, the covariance of the uncertainty of {xe,ye) is 

N 

cov{[xe,yef) = ^ Kivar{Pi)K'} 
i-l 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

2.2.2 Estimation Using Minimization of Square of Sine Function of Angular Errors 

Let II,12,-..,IN denote the directions of the transmitter as indicated by the re

ceivers. Suppose that the angular errors of measurements are 71,72, •••,7iv respec

tively. The goal is to estimate {xo,yo) by minimizing. 

14 



TV 

J = ^ s in2 (7 . ) . 
1=1 

(2.19) 

PN = {PN,UPN,2) 

PI = (Pi,i,Pi,2) P2 = (P2,1,P2,2) 

Figure 2.6: Least Squares of Sine of Errors and Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

Remark 2.2.1. Another version of this would be to minimize Yli=i{'yi)'^• However, 

on one hand for small angular errors ji and sin 7̂  are approximately equal, and on 

the other hand the formulation in (2.19) leads to a simpler analytical expression. 

Let us suppose that the line k makes an angle Pi with the a;-direction. Then, the 

unit vector along k is {cos Pi, sin Pi), hence sin(7i) can be computed by taking the 

cross product of the vector [q - pi) and {cos Pi, sin Pi), and dividing by the distance 

from q to Pi. Thus, 

j(^ ) = Y " —^ ~ •̂ '̂ '' ^^" ^i~^y~ Pi2)cosA]' 

i = l 
{x - pii)^ + {y - Pi2y' 

(2.20) 

15 



Since, at a critical point first-order partial derivatives are zero, we obtain, |^ = 
dj_ 
dy • 

0 = If. Therefore, 

N 

E 

y - 2[(x - p,i)2 + {y- pi2)^]{[{x - Pn) sin Pi - {y - 9̂,2) cos A] sin A} 

t r [^^^^P^¥+lf^^^^ 
-2(3: - pii)[{x - Pn) sin Pi -{y- p,2) cos A]^ ^ ^ 

[(^ - Pii)' + {y- Pi2)'? 

2[(3: - p^l)^ + {y- Pi2)^]{[-{x - Pn) sin Pi - {y - ^,2) cos A] cos A} 

[ ( ^ - P i i ) ' + (2/-p.2)T 

-2 (^ - Pii)[{x - Pn) sin Pi - {y - p^2) cos A]^ _ ^ .^ ^, x 

[( :r-pa)^ + (2/-p.2)T " ^ ^ 

Equation (2.21) can be solved numerically using a method such as the Newton-

Raphson iteration to find the best estimate {xe,ye)- Covariance matrix of the error 

can be derived similar to the way the covariance matrix was derived for the least 

squares method. 

Interestingly this method is closely related to a well established triangulation 

method discussed below. This method, referred to as the maximum likelihood es

timation, aims at minimizing the logarithm of the probability density function of 

the measuring system. In the particular case when measurement errors are dis

tributed according to the Von Mises distribution (details are discussed below), this 

reduces to minimizing the sum of the cosines of the angular errors. Since cos{0) and 

1 - (l/2)sm^(^) are approximately equal for small 9, it foUows that minimizing the 

sum of squares of sine functions of errors and maximizing the log function of the 

probabiUty distributions in the case of Von Mises distributed errors turn out to be 

approximately equal. 

2.2.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

Maximum likelihood estimator was introduced in the context of radio telemetry 

by Lenth [18]. Referring to Figure 2.6, let us suppose that in the absence of noise 

16 



the receivers would have indicated directions M^^, but due to noise they indicate 

direction {Alili- Now we may suppose that the i^^ receiver has its probability den

sity function fi{pi, fii) where //̂  is the mean value. Assuming that the errors in the 

receivers are independently distributed, it follows that the joint density of the mea

surement is 

/ ( A , ••,PN;IJ^U -IJ'N) = ni=i/i(A, i^i)- (2.22) 

The estimation problem is to estimate {x,y). Angle //j is assumed to be the angular 

position of the line joining {x, y) to the i th receiver. Thus the joint density function 

depends only on A, --PN and x and y. Maximum likelihood estimate finds {x,y) by 

maximizing the logarithm of the density function, i.e., by solving, 

max^^^y){\og{f{pi,.., PN; HI, ...I^N))}- (2.23) 

In general, this is a tedious problem. However, Lenth [18] showed that if the 

measurement noise is distributed according to the Von Mises distribution, then this 

minimization problem becomes numerically tractable. 

Let us suppose that all receiving stations have identical density functions. 

f{P,ti) = —^exp{KCOs{P - ii)), (2.24) 
2'K1Q{K) 

where K is referred to the concentration parameter, and IQ is Bessel function of the 

first kind with order zero. Then, 

1 ^ 
/ ( A , -, PN\ /^i, -IJiN) = (27r/o(/^))^^^^^E^^°^(^ ~ ^)) ' (̂ -̂ ^^ 

17 



and, 

N 

^Ogf{Pl,-,pN]fJ'U...f^N) = -N\og{2TTlo{K)) + {Y^KCOs{p-fJ,)). (2.26) 
i=l 

Thus, the maximum likeUhood estimation problem reduces to finding {x, y) such 

that J2i=i cos(A - Â i) is maximized. Taking first-order derivatives with respect to x 

and y this result in 

Let us write 

. ^o ^ {y - Pi2) cos pi - {x - pn)smPi 
sm(A - l^i) = y========^ . (2.28) 

^{x - pn)^ + {y- Pi2)^ 

Following White and Garrot [30], for the sake of convenience of notation, let us 

define. 

Pi is inA-Pi2CosA, (2-29) 

d^ = y/i^^^i)''+ {y - Pi2)\ (2.30) 

SS^ = {y-p^2)|dl (2.31) 

csi = {x-pn)/dl (2.32) 

an = J2{sin pi){ssi), (2.33) 

a,, = -Y,{cos pi){ssi), (2.34) 

a2i = - ^ ( s i n A ) ( c 5 . ) , (2.35) 

a22 = 5](cosA)(c5.), (2.36) 

ai = Y.('^){zr) (2-37) 

«2 = -J2('^s){z,). (2.38) 

18 



Then, (2.27) can be rewritten as, 

A x 

y 

ai 

0.2 

(2.39) 

where 

A = 
Oil a i2 

<321 ^22 

(2.40) 

Of course, elements of A, ai and a2 are functions of x, y. However, White and 

Garrot [30] quote a program due to Lenth [18] in which the iteration 

A\Xn, y „ j 
Xn-Vl 

Vn+l 

Oil{Xn,yn) 

(^2{Xn,yn) 

(2.41) 

is reported to demonstrate good convergence properties. The iteration can be started 

with the least squares estimator discussed earlier. 

To compute the covariance of the estimate, let us first compute the differential of 

sin(^ — arctan ——^^) <fi 

ip2 = sin{P — arctan 

y-P2 
{x-pi) {x - pi)^ + {y - P2)^' 

{y-P2). X- Pi 
{x-pi) {x - pi)^-\-{y - P2)^' 

Let 

a = v '(^-pi)2 + (y-p2)^ 
y -P2 . 

H = arctan( 
x-pi 

•-)• 

(2.42) 
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then. 

d^pi = 

and 

{y-P2)cos{P-^i) . , 2{y-p2)^ 
j2 dp -h sm(^ -P)[~- ^~~^dy] 

+ sin(^-^)[Z^&^:M^:iP2),,] 

- cos(^ - ;,)[^''-P^)iy-P2)dy-{y~P2)^dx 

d^ 

^ {y- P2) cos{p -11) 
'dp 

d4 

dp + 

J^{y - P2)' cos{P -ij)- 2{x - pi){y - P2) sin{P - i2)]dx + 

^ [ { ( ^ - P i ) ' - (y -P2) '}sin(^ -fi)- {x-pi){y-p2)cos{P - fi)]dy, 

d(p2 
( x - p i ) cos{P - 11) 

d2 
d/3 

1 
+;ii[{(?/ - P2)' -{x- pi) '} sin(^ _ ^) _ (2; - pi)(y _ P2) cos(/3 - ii)]dx 

d4 
1 

+;^[-2(a: - pi){y - P2) sin{P -/j,) - {x - p^)^ cos{p - ij,)]dy. 
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Let 

Hii = 

Hl2 

H21 

H22 

and. 

E ^[(^^ - ^^2)' cos(A - /î ) - 2{x - Pn) sin(A - lJii)i 

E ^K(3^ - Pii)' -{y- Pi2)^] sin(A - ^ii) ~{x- pn){y - Pi2) cos(A - Â »)], 

= H 12, 

" E ;74 [(^ - Pii)^ cos(A - ^ii) - 2{x - Pn) sin(A - A*,)], 

where 

and 

Ay-Pi2) in X {X-Pil) la Ml 
9i = [ ^2 C0S(A - Â i) - ^2 C0S(A - /ix)] 

cos(A - A«i) = 

sin (A - p.i) = 

{x - Pn) cos Pi + {y- Pi2) sin A 

(x - Pn) sin Pi - {y - Pi2) cos A 

c?j = Vi^-PiiV + iy-Pi^y 

Then, for small perturbations of A by AA, and up to first-order terms, 

H 
Ax 

Ay 
^Qi^Pi-

Thus, the covariance of the estimation error is. 

(2.43) 
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X 
cov = J2^ar{P,)H~'g,gfH-\ (2.44) 
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CHAPTER HI 

INTRODUCTION TO KALMAN FILTERING 

Consider a real number x and an independent, identically distributed sequence of 

random variables ?/„. Assume that y^ is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 

variance a^. Assume further that x is unknown, and a sequence of experiments are 

carried out, each of which measures x 4- y„. It is well known that the average of k 

measurements, i.e., YA^I{X + y^jk is Gaussian distributed with mean x and vari

ance equal to a^fk. Notice that the variance of the error in the estimate of x is 

inversely proportional to k, hence can be made arbitrarily small by averaging out 

a large number of measurements. Thus, by taking the average of a large number of 

noisy measurements it is possible to filter out noise to a large extent and obtain closer 

approximations to the true value of x. In late 1950's, systems theorists formulated a 

very useful variant of this problem, where the variable x does not remain fixed, but 

evolves according to a linear dynamic or control law driven by a deterministic control 

signal plus a noise signal. The objective of this noise filtering problem is to obtain 

increasingly accurate estimates of the state as more and more noisy output measure

ments become available. Kalman proposed a comprehensive solution of this problem 

[16] in 1960. His solution was another dynamic system which is driven by the deter

ministic input and the noisy output measurements of the given system. He proved 

that in the case when all noise signals are Gaussian distributed, then the estimate 

given by the Kalman filter is the best possible in the sense that it has the smallest 

possible covariance of the estimation error among all possible estimation schemes. It 

is to be noted, however, that unlike in the simple problem stated above, the conver

gence of the estimated state to the true state occurs only under the assumption that 

the covariance of the measurement noise approach zero. Kalman filtering has since 

become one of the fundamental tools in systems theory and stochastic forecasting 

methods. 
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The fundamental limitation of Kalman filtering is that it is limited to linear sys

tems. It is well known that in general the minimum error covariance estimate filter 

for nonlinear systems is infinite dimensional, hence cannot be implemented in prac

tice. A popular practical alternative is commonly referred to as extended Kalman 

filtering, where the nonlinear system is replaced by its linear approximation at the 

current estimate of the state of the system. This has been applied with a great deal of 

success in radar tracking of missiles [24], tracking space vehicles during reentry to the 

atmosphere [14], and in guidance of autonomous robots and vehicles [24]. However, 

stability of the filter has not been proven in general, and even when the system and 

measurement noise are small the convergence of the estimated state to the true state 

has been shown only when the system is essentially linear up to first order [22]. 

In this thesis we study a particular extended Kalman filtering problem arising in 

wildlife telemetry. In this idealized problem, the position of a target such as a moving 

animal is measured at discrete intervals of time by one or several fixed observation 

towers. Then the reports obtained from successive observations are processed by a 

data processor and suitable tracks can be formed for the movement of the measuring 

devices. A tracking filter is used to smooth out the reported data corrupted by range 

noise and angular noise caused by the electronic and mechanical components of the 

measuring devices. 

The tracking filter is the most important component of the data processor. It 

processes the target measurements, ideally reduces the measurement errors, estimates 

the position at any instant of time, and enables prediction the future positions of the 

target. In this thesis,, extended Kalman filter is proposed to serve the purpose of a 

tracking filter. The case where all measurements are angular locations of the target 

position corrupted by additive angular noise is considered here. From a mathematical 

viewpoint, this problem is interesting due to the reason that the output measurements 

are taken on a Lie Group, i.e.,torus. 

Even though the focus here is on wildlife telemetry, data measures in the form of 
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angles or two-dimensional orientations are to be found almost everywhere throughout 

science. Directional movement of animals in response to stimuli is one such case. Last 

two decades, and more particularly the last decade, have seen a vigorous development 

of statistical methods for analyzing such data. There are number of probability 

distributions available as potential models for circular data. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Let us consider a randomly moving target being tracked by a set of fixed receivers, 

each of which (nominally) measures the angular position of the target. Each of the 

angular measurements is corrupted by additive noise. The problem considered here 

is, how to estimate the location of the moving target with increasing accuracy using 

newly available measurements. We assume that measurements are taken at discrete 

time steps, T = 0,1, 2, • . . . 

A representative problem in wild life telemetry is described below. Let us agree 

upon some notations first. A superscript n above a vector or a scalar indicates 

association with time step n. Let, 

x" = True position vector of the target at T = n. 

9^ = Angular location of the target as indicated by the i''' receiver at T = n. 

Of" = True angular position of the target from the i^^ receiver at T = n. 

Let us assume that the target is going through a random walk. Thus, dynamics 

of Xn can be expressed as 

^ n + l ^ ^n ^ ^n^ n = 0, 1, 2, • . • , (4.1) 

where {M"}n=o,i,2,- are random vectors representing the random movement of the 

target. 

Let us express measurements as 

0^ = af + V?, i = l,2,--- ,N, n = 0,l,2,---, (4.2) 
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where {vf} are random variables representing measurement inaccuracies. 

For the sake of simpUcity, let us assume that {M"}„=O,I,2,... have zero means and 

the covariances, and 

C0V{U\U^) = 5n,mQ, (4.3) 

where Q is a positive definite matrix, and 5n,ra is the Kronecker delta function. Sim

ilarly, let us assume that v'^ have zero means, and 

Cov{v^,vr) = R6ij5n,m, (4.4) 

where i? is a positive constant. The objective is to estimate the state x" from available 

measurements 9j, j = 0,- • • ,n. 

This problem as formulated does not accurately reflect the movement of a target 

such as an animal in the wild. The state dynamics (4.1) go through a random walk, 

hence the covariance of the state after n time steps is equal to nQ + COV{XQ), which 

tends to become large when n becomes large. This effectively states that the target 

movement is not confined to any finite region of M .̂ To remedy this the state dynamics 

are replaced by 

X n+l _ = Ax" + 5u", n = 0,1 ,2 , . . . , (4.5) 

where A is a nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix, and 5 is a 2 x 2 constant matrix. 

Let us suppose that the f"^ target is located at pj = {pi,pi) and the target is at 

X = {xi, X2). Then the nominal angular measurement of the f^ measuring station is 

arctan y^~^^[. 
(Pl-xi) 

Thus we define the nominal output map, 
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0 : E 2 ^ rpAf 

0(x) = [(f)i{x),(j)2{x),...,4>N{x)], (4.6) 

where 

0j(x) = arctan —? . 
(Pi - ^i) 

Measurement noise is treated as additive variables on each of the angular mea

surements. Thus, the / ^ output is equal to yj = (j)j{x) -\- Vj mod27r, where Vj is a 

random variable. Thus, the output measurement of the system corresponding to state 

X is equal to 

y = (f){x) + C mod 27rZ^. (4.7) 

This can be written using the exponential notation on the Lie group T^ as 

y = exp^(i)(C). (4.8) 

Thus the system model has the form 

Xk+i = Axk + Buk, (4.9) 

yk = exp^(,J(a), (4.10) 

where A, B are fixed 2 x 2 matrices. Here we assume that A is stable i.e., eigenvalues 

of A are in the open unit disk in the complex plane. 0 : R2 ^ T^ is the map defined 

in (4.6), {Mfc}^o and {Cfe}fĉ o are sequences of R2 and W valued Gaussian distributed 

random variables with zero mean and covariance given by 
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cov{uk,Uj) = Q5k,j, (4.11) 

cov{Ck,Cj) = R5kj (4.12) 

and 

cov{uk,Cj) = 0 . (4.13) 

The exponential map in (4.10) is the exponential map of the Lie group T^, which 

also coincides with the exponential map of T^ with its standard Riemannian struc

ture. The tangent bundle of T^ is naturally identified with T^ x R^. 

The filtering problem addressed here is to estimate Xk from output measurements 

{yo,yi,--,yk} for k = o,i , . . . . 

Let us consider applying extended Kalman filtering to estimate states {xk} from 

measurements {yk}- Let us denote the estimate of Xk using available measurements 

yo,yi, •••,yk by Xk\k- The basic idea in extended Kalman filtering is to first replace 

nonlinearities by linear approximations around the current estimates, and then use 

standard Kalman filtering on the derived linear approximation. 

Let yk = (f>{xk\k)- Then, the linear approximation of exp^(^x){v) is equal to 

4>{x) = exp^^i^^,){D(j){xk\k){exp-l.^^^^{x - Xk\k)} + v), (4.14) 

where it is assumed that x is close enough to x so that 

is defined (i.e., each component of x - x̂ ifc is less than TT in magnitude). If T^ is 

identified with M^ mod 27rZ^, then ^(x) can be treated as 

^{Xkik) + D{xkik){{x - Xkik)} + C} mod 27rZ^. (4.16) 
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Thus, yk+i is approximated by 

(l>{'^-k+i,Xk\k, Cfc) = 0(.i-fc|fc) + D(j){xk\k){{xk+i - Xk\k)} + Ck mod 27rZ^. (4.17) 

Thus, extended Kalman filter for the system (4.9) and (4.10) can be written as 

Xk+i\k+i = Axkik + Gk{expJ^^^^^^^yk+i), (4.18) 

where Gk is the Kalman filter gain below in (4.19 4.21). Here it is assumed that 

^̂ <̂/.(Axfc|fc)2̂ *:+i is weU defined, i.e., the system dynamics and measurement noise do 

not push yk+i too far away from (j){xk\k) (to be more precise, the change in each 

component remains within TT). 

Nominal covariance of estimation errors (nominal in the sense that true Kalman 

filter is not carried out; only extended Kalman filtering is carried out), and the filter 

gain Gk are given by the recursive formulae. 

Pk = [P^' + {D<l>{xk\k))''R-'D(^{xkik)]-' (4.19) 

Pk+i = APkA^ + BQB^, (4.20) 

Gk = PkD(j){xk\k)'^[D<j>{xk\k)PkD<l>{xk\k)'^ + R\-\ (4.21) 

Equations (4.18-4.21) were derived formally from standard Kalman filter equa

tions, hence they require more careful description. A coordinate free description of 

the extended Kalman filter is given in [4, 5, 6]. According to this description, the 

terms involved in (4.18)-(4.21) are tensor fields on R2 and on T-'̂ , respectively. T-'̂  is 

treated as a Riemannian manifold with an inverse metric tensor R G TpT^ ® TpT^. 

Here each tangent space TpT^ is identified canonically with E^; hence Rp can be 
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treated as an N x N matrix. 

t-p-^ ,-i-p Of course TpT^ ®TpT^ canonically isomorphic to L{T;T^,TpT^), the space of linear 

maps from T;T^ into TpT^, hence R G L{T;T^,TpT^) as well. 

Since 0 : R2 ^ T^^ £,0(3.) ^ L{TM^,T^^^^T^) also Pk e Z^T^R^^T^W. Thus 

the term D<j>{xkik)'^R-'Dcj>{xk\k) G T^ , ,^ ' ® T^^^R^. Since P,-' G T4,^R2 ® T4^^E2 

as weU, the sum P^^ + D(j){xk\k))'^R"^D(f){xk\k) is a weU defined element in T|^ ^R2 (g) 

T^^I^R2^ and its inverse Pk is an element of {Txi^^i^R^^Ti^^^^R^). This completes the ten-

sorial description of (4.19). Terms in equation (4.20) have simple explanations since 

all terms are in Euclidean spaces. The right hand side of (4.21) can be interpreted 

as we did for (4.19) and it defines an element in Tt^ ^ <8) Tĵ .̂ .̂ Since T^{Axk\k) and 

T(i>{xk\k) are canonically isomorphic, the term Gkexp'7}^^ \yk+i defines an element of 

Tij, R2 . Thus equation (4.18) is well defined. 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS OF STABILITY AND BOUNDEDNESS 

OF COVARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATION ERROR 

Before analyzing the stability of the extended Kalman filter described in (4.18-

4.21) it is necessary to study the stability properties of the standard Kalman filter 

with the assumption that only bounds on the covariance of measurement error is 

known. These properties will be established in Lemmas 5.0.1-5.0.5 below. 

Consider the linear system. 

Xk+i = Axk + Buk, 

yk = Cxk + Vk, (5.1) 

where, Xfc G R", y^ G R"", and A is a nonsingular matrix. Here, {uk} and {vk} are 

uncorrelated noise processes with covariance, Cov{uk, uj) = Qkhj and Cov{vk,vJ) = 

Rk^kj respectively, where 5kj denotes the Kronecker delta function. We assume that 

the sequences {Qk} and {Rk} are bounded by, ql < Qk < ql and fI<Rk< fl for 

all k, where q, q, f and f are positive constants. 

Assume that {A, B) is controllable and (C, A) is observable, and define, 

k-l 

Wk,j = J2A'-'-'BQiB^{A'^)''-'-\ (5.2) 
i=j 

^k,j = x;(A-^)'=-c^i?r^c(^-^)'-N (5.3) 
t=J 

where, W^j is the controllability grammian and Ikj is the information matrix of the 

system. 

Consider the "approximate" Kalman fiRer for the system (5.1), 
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Xk\k = Axk\k-i + Gk{yk-CAxk-i\k-i), (5.4) 

Pk+i = A[Pk-PkC''{CPkC'' + R,)-'CPk]Al + BQkB'', (5.5) 

Gk = PkC^{CkPkCl + Rk)-\ (5.6) 

where Rk are a sequence of positive definite matrices which are assumed to satisfy 

the bound, fl < R^ < rl. 

This can be thought of as an approximate Kalman filter for the system (5.1) when 

the noise covariance Rk are not completely known, but lower and upper bounds of 

Rk are known. 

Our aim here is to show that (5.4) is asymptotically stable, and the limiting behavior 

of the sequence Pk is independent of PQ. (Thus the initial states Xo|o and PQ are both 

forgotten.) 

The proof follows along the lines outlined in Chapter 7 (Linear Filtering Theory) in 

[14]. 

Lemma 5.0.1. There are constants a > 0 and d > 0 such that, al < Wj+n,j < « / 

for all j . 

Proof: 

W;+i,i = Utr' ^'^''~'BQiB''{A'^)^+--^ 

Since (A,B) is controllable it follows at once that ^£;-M^+"-^5fi^(A^)^+"- ' is 

positive definite. Since ql < Qi < ql, the existence of a and a follows. • 
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Lemma 5.0.2. There are constants P > 0 and p > 0 such that pi < Ij+^j < /5/ for 

all j . 

Proof: 

Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.0.1. • 

Henceforth, we will fix the constants a, a, p and p. Let us define. 

h = Pk-PkC^{CPkC^ + Rk)-'CPk. (5.7) 

Noting that. 

[Pk- PkC''{CPkC^ + Rk)-'CPk\[Pk' + C^R-'C] 

= 1 + PkC^R-.'C - PkC^{CPkC'' + Rk)-'C - PkC''{CPkC^ + Rk)-'CPkC''R-,'C 

= 1 + PkC'R^'C - PkC'^[CPkC^ + Rk^I + CPkC^Rk']C 

= / + PkC^R^'C - PkC^[CPkC^ + Rk]-'[Rk' + CPkC^]R^'C 

= / + PkC^R^'C - PkC^Rl^C 

we have 

Pk = [Pk'^C'^R-k'CV. (5.8) 

Also from (5.7) and (5.8) 

Pk+i = APkA^ + BQkB^. (5.9) 

This formula has the following interpretation. Suppose that cov{vk,Vk) = Rk and 

co'y(x(0), x(0)) = PQ, then, Xk\k is the conditional expectation of x^ conditioned on 

2/0,2/1,..., yk, and Pk is the covariance of (x^ - Xk\k)- (See e.g [14]) 
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In view of the identity (5.8), we may write a recursive formula for Xk\k, 

Xk+i\k+i = Pk+i[Pk+iA'^k\k + C^R-^l^yk]. (5.10) 

Below we wiU demonstrate the stability of (5.10). In lemmas (5.0.3, 5.0.4 and 5.0.5) 

below, a,a,P and P refer to positive constants introduced in lemmas (5.0.1) and 

(5.0.2). In what follows we assume that PQ > 0 and PQ > 0. 

Lemma 5.0.3. 

Pk < X-^_„ + W,,fc_„ (5.11) 

< i j + aJ. (5.12) 
- p 

for all k > n. 

Proof: Consider the hypothetical situation in which cov(i'fc, Vk) = Rk, and cov(xo, XQ) 

PQ in (5.1). In this case Pk is the minimum covariance of the estimation error of Xk 

using output measurements j/o, •••, yk, i.e. covariance of Xk — Xk\k- Let us compare this 

with the covariance of the error of the pseudo-estimate. 

^k = iki-nj:^^^)''''^^^^'y^- ^5-13) 
=k—n 

From this we get. 

Pk < E{{xk-Xk){xk-Xk)^). (5.14) 

But 

fc-i 

y, = CA'^'-'^Xk + Vi-CA-^'-'^Y.^''^'^'^^''^+'- (̂ -̂ ^^ 
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Thus 

^^-^^ = ^k,lnT.(^'^)~^'~'^C^RT\+ (5.16) 
i=k—n 

^k,l-n E {A^)-^'-^^C^R~'CA^^-'^J2BU^^^- (5-17) 
I — K — TL f ^ 2 

This, then directly shows 

E{{xk - Xk){xk - Xk)^) = X^l_^ + Wk,k-n. (5.18) 

Therefore we conclude 

Pk < Xkl-n + W,,,_„ . 

Lemma 5.0.4. Assume Pn > 0. Then, 

Pk > {Ik,k-n + y^^k,l-nr' (5.19) 

y' 
> {P+ -)-'! (5.20) 

for all k > n. 

Proof: Let us define 

Sk = Pk\ (5.21) 

Sk = Sk-C^Rk'C, (5.22) 

Sk+i = A-^'SkA-K (5.23) 

Then, from (5.8) and (5.7) it follows that, 
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Sk = [S^' + BQkB'^]-', (5.24) 

Sk+i = A-^SkA-'+A-^C^'R^'CA-K (5.25) 

Comparing (5.24) and (5.25) with (5.8) and (5.9) we conclude that ^A; is the 

covariance of the estimation error of the best estimator of Zk using measurements 

WQ, ...,Wk of the system, 

Zk^i = A-^Zk + A-^Cuk (5.26) 

Wk = B^Zk + Vk, (5.27) 

where 

cov{uk,Uj) = R-k^hj, (5.28) 

cov{vk,Vj) = Qk'Skj, (5.29) 

and 

cov{uk,Vj) = 0 (5.30) 

for all k,j. 

Using the proof of lemma 5.0.3 we deduce. 

Sk< [sum^ll_^_iA''-^-'BQ.^iB^{A^)'-'-T' (^.31) 

+ E {A^)'^'-'^C'^Ri'CA-^'-'\ (5.32) 
i=k—n 

Therefore, 
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•5̂  < "^ki-n+^k^k-n. (5.33) 

(5.34) 

Hence 

- 1 
Pk = {Sk) >{Ik,k-n + Wki-nr'- (5.35) 

This concludes the proof of the lemma. • 

From Lemmas 5.0.3 and 5.0.4, we see that Pk is bounded by 

( - + a ) / <Pk<{P + 4 ) - ^ / , for aU k>n. (5.36) 
p a ^ ' 

Finally, the bound derived in (5.36) wiU now be used to show that the Kalman 

filter (5.10) is asymptotically stable. Since 

Pk+iC^Pk^,Ayk (5.37) 

is a forcing term, this amounts to showing that the autonomous system, 

Ck+i = Pk+iPk+iA(k, (5.38) 

is asymptotically stable. 

Lemma 5.0.5. Kalman filter( 5.10) is asymptotically stable. 

Proof: This amounts to showing that the autonomous system in (5.38) is asymp

totically stable. We will show that it admits the time-varying Lyapunov function, 

V{C,k)^C^P,-'C. (5.39) 
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First, from (5.36) it follows that ^(C, k) satisfies 

( i + «) IICII' < V (̂C, k)<{p + i ) - i IICIÎ  ; k>n. (5.40) 

Let us define, 

f^k = [PkPk'- I]ACk-i, (5.41) 

and 

Uk = ACk-i. (5.42) 

Thus (5.38) can be written as 

Ck = l^k + Uk- (5.43) 

Now using (5.8) we may write 

V{Ck,k) = Cjp-% (5.44) 

= CnPk' + C'R^'CKk (5.45) 

= CiPk'Ck + 2ClC^R-'CCk - ClC^Rk'CCk (5.46) 

= CPk'Ck + 2CnPk'-Pk'Kk-ClC''R^'C(k (5.47) 

= '^k Pk ^k- CkC Rk C(k 

+[ClPk'Ck + 2CnPk' - Pk'Kk - vlPk'uk]. (5.48) 

Now, upon substituting C^k ~ PkPk^^Ck-i and Uk = AQ-i, the expression within 

braces simplifies to 
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CPk'Ck + 2CnPk' - Pk'Kk - ulPkW = -l^lPk'f^k- (5.49) 

Thus, 

y{Ck,k) = ylPk'^k-CkC^Rl'CCk-iilPk'iJik (5.50) 

= (:LiA^Pk'A(:k-i-CkC^Rk'c(:k-^ilPk'i^k- (5.51) 

Now using (5.9), the first term can be rewritten as 

CLiA^Pk'ACk-i = Cl-APk-i + A-'BQk-iB'^A-'^Y^k-i (5.52) 

< CLiPk-iCk-i (5.53) 

= y ( a - i , A ; - l ) . (5.54) 

Thus, 

V{Ck, k) - V ( a - i , A; - 1) < -CkC^Rk'CCk - l^lPk^l^k- (5.55) 

Therefore, 

k 

V{(:k, k) - V{Ck-i, A; - 1) < - E [QC^Ri'CQ - ixJPr'iii] for k>n. (5.56) 
i=k—n 

From equations (5.38), (5.41), (5.42), and (5.43), it follows that, C,k = ^Cfe-i + Mfc . 

Instead of using the exact relationship between {^i} and {C,i}, let us treat (V) with 

Hk as a control input and find the minimum value of 

k 

J=Y. [CiC'Ri'CCi + Mf P-Vi] (5.57) 
i=k—n 

with Cfc-n fixed, i.e. solve min^^_^^,„^^,^{J\C,k-n {is fixed}. 
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Since this is a quadratic programming problem and since fifRn^i > 0 whenever û̂  7̂  0 

and since dC^R-^CQ > 0 for all Q, it follows that the minimum of J exists and it is 

of the form 

Jmin — Ck-rXCk-n, (5 .58) 

where F is a positive semidefinite matrix. We will prove that F is positive definite. 

For, suppose that for some (k-n + 0, C r ^ r ^ - ^ = 0. Then, necessarily the optimal 

control law for this Cfc-n is /i, = 0, i = A; - n,..., k. 

Then 

0 = A'-^^-^\k-n, (5.59) 

and since Jmin = 0, 

C_M'-^'-''YC'^R7'CA'-^'--^Ck-n = 0, ^ = k-n,...,k. (5.60) 

Since Pj is positive definite, it follows that 

C^^-*=-"a-n = 0, i = k-n,...,k. (5.61) 

But since (C,A) is observable, this necessarily imply that (^k-n = 0. Thus we now 

conclude that F is positive definite. Furthermore, since Pj are bounded above and 

below, F is similarly bounded above and below. Let F be positive definite, and such 

that 

Cl-nhk-n < E [ O C ^ A " ' C O + / ^ r ^ r V . ] , (5 .62) 

i=k—n 
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for all ^j and all A; > n. Then we have 

^ ( a , k) - V{Ck-n, k-n)< -Chk-n- (5.63) 

Now, equation (5.40) and (5.63) prove that ^(CA;) is Lyapunov function for (5.38), 

hence (5.38) is asymptotically stable. • 

In order to carry out the analysis of the extended Kalman filter for our system 

(5.74-5.79), we will first consider an associated system constructed by replacing the 

T^ valued outputs by R2 valued output az follows. To motivate this construction, 

first consider the ideal situation when there is no noise in the system. Let us draw 

straight lines from each of the measuring points along the measured directions. They 

all must meet at the location of the animal. However, noise will cause these lines to 

deviate, and they may fail to meet at a single point. In this case, as a first estimate of 

the location of the animal let us pick a point with the property that the sum of squares 

of distances from the point to each of the lines is a minimum, i.e., dl + dl + ... + dlf 

in Figure 5.1 is a minimum. 

Given the directions of the N lines there is a unique point x* which is obtained as 

the solution of minimizing a positive definite quadratic function. Let 0 G T^ denote 

the set of directions. Let us denote components oi 9 hy [9^,..., 9^]. Then, the squares 

of distances from a points a to the line through P*̂  with angle of inclination 9k is 

given by 

(4)2 = [{xi-p',)sin9k - {x2-p'2) cos9k]'. (5.64) 

Hence, the point s* which minimizes the sum of squares of distances from it to each 

of the lines is obtained by solving, 
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Pi Po 

Figure 5.1: Least Squares Distance Estimator 

N 

minx=(xux2){'^[{^i - Pi) sin 9k - (x2 - P2) cos 9k]'^} (5.65) 
k=i 

Before writing down the explicit solution let us agree upon some notation first. 

Let 
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c = [cos 6*1, cos 6*2,..., COS 6'iv]'̂ , (5.66) 

s = [sin^i,sin^2,..-,sin0iv]^, (5.67) 

9 = [pjsin^i-p^cosei,p?sin^2-P2Cos^2,. . . ,pf sin^^-p^cos6'iv] (5.68) 

Thus, X* which solves the minimization problem (5.65) is given by 

<c,s><q,c> ~ <c,c><q,s> 
x^ = (5.69) 

< c,s >< s,s > - < c,c>< s,s > 
^ <s,s><q,c>-<s,c><q,s> 

< c,s >< c,s > — < c,c>< s,s > 

Note that (5.69, 5.70) are well defined except when C = Xs for some scalar A, i.e., on 

the diagonal of T^. Since p^,...,p^ i.e locations of the observers, are assumed fixed, 

(5.69, 5.70) define an analytic map 

V^ :T^ \dm5{T^}^R2_ (5 71) 

Also observe that ip o ip{x) = x for aU x G R̂  for which (p(x) is defined, i.e., x ^ 

{p^,...,p^} (recaU that for x G R^ 

ip{x) = { a r c t a n ( ^ ^ ^ ) , . . . , a r c t a n ( ^ ^ ^ ) } . (5.72) 
xi-p\ xi - p f 

Thus, we associate with our system (4.9 -4.10) the new system. 

Xk+i = Axk + Buk (5.73) 

Zk = '4){exp^^x^)Vk), (5.74) 

where the state XA; G R^ measurement Zk^"^, the state noise [uk] and measurement 

noise {vk} are as described in equation (4.11-4.13). Terms in equation (5.74) are weU 
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defined except when x^ G {p\ ...p^} or when exp^^.^^Vk € dza^{T^}. In the analysi 

below care will be taken to avoid these sets which will occur with zero probability. 

The linear approximation of the output map of (5.74) at the state estimate x^,, 

is. 

z ^ '^°<f{£k\k) + D{'ijjoip){xk\k){x-Xkik)+D^{ip{xkik))vk (5.75) 

= ik\k + {x-Xk\k) + Dij{(p{xk\k))vk (5.76) 

= X + Dij{ip{xk\k))vk. (5.77) 

Thus, the extended Kalman filter for (5.74) is, 

Xk+i\k+i = Axk\k + Gk{zk+i - Axkik), (5.78) 

Pk = [Pk-' + Di;{^{xk\k))'^R-'Di;{ip{xkik))]-' (5.79) 

Pk+i = APA'^ + BQB^ (5.80) 

Gk = Pk[Pk + Di^{^{xkik))RDij{^{xk\k))'^]-' (5.81) 

Propos i t i on 5.0.1 . Let U be an open neighborhood of the diagonal ofT^. Let M be 

a compact subset of^ such that (p{M) P| [/ = 0 Suppose the sequence of estimates 

Xk\k iiT- (5.79) all lie in M. Then, there exist positive constants p and p such that 

pi < Dip{ip{Xk\k))RDi'{^{xk\k))'^ < pL for all k. Furthermore, the sequence of 

covariance Vk is bounded above and below by positive definite matrices, and the system 

(5.79) is asymptotically stable. 

Proof: 

Since M is compact, existence of p > 0 such tha.tDil;{(f{x))RDip{if{x))'^ < pi 

for all X G M , follows at once. To show the existence of p it suffices to show that 

inf{w'^Dij{(f{x))RD7P{ifi{x))'^w\w G R^ ||u;|| = l , x G M } > 0. 
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Since the set {w G R M | U ; | | = 1,X G M } is compact, it is enough to show 

that w'^D^l;{ip{x)) = 0 for some x G M and lo G R̂  implies that w = 0. But 

w^D^P{cp{x)) = 0 implies 0 = w'^DtP o Dip{x) = w'^. Thus the existence of j5 > 0 is 

proven. 

Now, to prove the boundedness of the sequence Vk (5.79) compare the equation 

(5.79) -(5.80) with equations (5.8) and (5.9). In lemma 5.0.3 and 5.0.4, it was shown 

that the sequence pk is bounded below and above by positive definite matrices and 

the bounds can be computed explicitly using bounds on the information and con

trollability matrices and Rk. Thus it follows at once that such a bound exist for the 

sequence Vk- Now, the stability of (5.79) follows from Lemma 5.0.5. 

Remark 5.0.2. Vk is the covariance of the estimation error of the extended Kalman 

filter. Hence proposition 5.0.1 states that under certain mild assumptions, the covari

ance of the estimation error of the extended Kalman filter of (5.74) remains bounded 

above and below, and the extended Kalman filter (5.79) is well defined. 

Next proposition states that when the system and output noise converge to zero, 

then the state estimates converge to true states. 

Proposition 5.0.2. Suppose that hypotheses of Proposition 5.0.2 hold and that the 

covariance of system and measurement noise Q and R approach zero. Then the esti

mation error Vk approaches zero for k > n. 

Proof: From the definitions of W and X it follows that Wk,k-n -> 0 and Tkl-n ~^ 0 

as Q —>• 0 and P —>• 0. Hence it follows from Lemma 5.0.3 that Pfc ^ 0 for A; > n. 

Propositions 5.0.1 and 5.0.2 can be used to deduce the boundedness of the covariance 

of the error and the convergence respectively of the extended Kalman filter (4.18) 

(4.21). First we need an inequality which is well known, but we include its proof for 

the sake of completeness. 

Lemma 5.0.6. Let S G R"^" be a symmetric positive definite matrix, C G R"̂ ™ be 
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a matrix of rank m, and E G R"*^" be a matrix of rank m such that EC = identity. 

Then, 

C^D-'C > {ESE^)-\ 

Proof: 

Let J be the symmetric positive definite square root of S. Then, by replacing C by 

J " C, E by EJ and S by identity we observe that it suffices to prove the lemma in 

the case S = identity. Let us write, 

{EE^) = {C^E'^){EE'^){EC). Then, in order to prove that 

C^C > {EE^)-^ it suffices to show that 

id > E^{EE'^)-^E for 

E G R"'^", a matrix of rank m. 

Now, for arbitrary x G R" write x = E'^y + z where Ez = 0. Since ker{E) and 

Rank{E'^) are orthogonal with respect to the standard inner product of R", such a 

decomposition always exist. Now, 

{E'^y)'^[E'^{EE^)-'E]{E^y) = y'^{EE^){EE'^)-\EE^)y (5.82) 

= yHEE^)y (5.83) 

= {E^y)^{E^y). (5.84) 

note that, 

z'^[E'^{EET)-^E]z = 0,and 

{E^y)'^[E^{EE^)-^E]z = 0 since Ez = 0 

thus. 
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x''[E'^{EE^)E\x = {E^yy^[E^{EE^)-'E]{E^y) (5.85) 

= {E^y)^{E^y) (5.86) 

< {E^y-\-z)'^{E^y-\-z) (sinceEZ = 0) (5.87) 

T — XX. (5.88) 

Therefore, we have shown that 

identity > E'^{EE'^)-^E. 

Thus, the proof of the lemma is complete. • 

Lemma 5.0.6 enables to show that the covariance of the estimation error of the 

extended Kalman filter (4.18 -4.21) is bounded above by the same bound derived in 

Proposition 5.0.1 for the covariance of the estimation error of the extended Kalman 

filter (5.74 -5.79). 

Proposition 5.0.3. Let U be an open neighborhood of the diagonal of T^ and let 

M be a compact subset of ^ such that ip{M)[^U = 0. Suppose that the extended 

Kalman filter estimates Xk\k remain in M for all k. Then, the covariance of the 

estimation error Pk of the extended Kalman filter (4-18)-(4-21) is bounded above by 

a positive definite matrix which depends only on M,Q,R,A and B. 

Proof: 

Suppose the extended Kalman filter (4.18)-(4.21) is initialized at error covariance 

PQ. Consider the recursion in (5.79)-(5.80) with initial data Xk\k = Xk\k- Then it 

follows from Lemma 5.0.3 that Vk sequence is bounded above by a positive definite 

matrix which depends only on M, Q, R, A and B. However, noting that 

Dip • D(p{xk\k) = identity, it follows from Lemma 5.0.6 that 

Dcp{xkik)''R-'DiP{xk\k) > {DiP{ip{xkik))RDiP{ip{xkik))'^)-' for aU A;. 

Thus, comparing (4.19, 4.20) with (5.79, 5.80), we conclude that 
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Pk < Pk, for all k. (5.89) 

Since by Proposition 5.0.1, Pk sequence is bounded above by a positive definite matrix 

which depends on M, Q, R, A and B, the conclusion of the current proposition follows. 

Proposition 5.0.4. Suppose hypotheses of proposition 5.0.3 hold. Furthermore as

sume that the noise covariance Q and R approach zero. Then the covariance of the 

estimation error Vk in extended Kalman filter (5.79, 5.81) approaches zero for k > n. 

Proof: 

This follows at once from Proposition 5.0.2 since the upper bound of the Vk se

quence approaches zero. • 

A deficiency of main theoretical results derived in Proposition 5.0.1-5.0.4 is that 

the hypotheses are stated in terms of the state estimates Xk\k- Even though from a 

practical viewpoint this is desirable (since it isxk\k that are available to us, not x ;̂), 

from a theoretical angle it would have been preferable to state the results in terms 

of Q and R or some other system parameters, which could conceivably confine {xfc} 

sequence to a desirable region of the state space. Unfortunately, ergodicity property 

of the random process precludes such a possibility. Ergodicity property states that for 

each xo belonging to an open dense set of the state space, the sequence {xfc} will visit 

arbitrarily close to a given point arbitrarily often. In our opinion the best one could 

hope to do is to state conditions under which convergence is very rapid and state 

results in terms of finitely many time steps. We do not pursue this aspect further. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXTENDED KALMAN FILTERING WITH LARGE 

MEASUREMENT NOISE 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we considered the problem of estimating the location of the 

moving target with increasing accuracy using newly available angular measurements 

of its position under the assumption that system and measurement noise is small. 

We assume that measurements are taken at discrete time steps, r = 0 , l , 2 , . . . . In 

realistic situations occurring in wild life telemetry (and many other applications),,, 

the angular measurements are extremely inaccurate (20 degrees or so) and after a few 

measurements, angles cannot be treated as variables that lie strictly between two set 

limits. This can be easily understood by recalling that in Gaussian random walk the 

standard deviation increases as the square root of the number of time steps. This has 

an interesting implication in Kalman filtering. Recall that both in standard Kalman 

filtering and all its variants the state updates are done using a linear correction term 

involving the innovations in measurements. In our case, the measurement is an angle, 

and the concept of linear functions of an angle is by itself faulty since angles are 

defined modulo 27r only. This would not be a problem if the angular measurements 

are to remain strictly within some open interval. However, this is not the case here as 

we have already described, and care must be taken to make sure that Kalman filter 

updates are done using formulae which are well defined on the circle. We treat this 

problem here and describe how to construct a sensible extended Kalman filter. 

A representative problem in wild life telemetry is described below. Let us agree 

upon some notation first. A superscript n above a vector or a scalar indicates asso

ciation with time step n. Let, 
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x" = True position vector of the target at T = n. 

^"i = Angular location of the target as indicated by the i*"" receiver at T = n. 

a" = True angular position of the target from the i^^ receiver at T = n. 

Let us assume that the target is going through a random walk. Thus, dynamics 

of Xn can be expressed as 

^ n + l ^ ^n ^ ^n^ n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (6 .1) 

where {cr"}„=o,i,2,.. are random vectors representing the random movement of the 

target. 

Let us express measurements as 

^r = «r + »̂"> z = l , 2 , - - - , ; ^ , n = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , (6.2) 

where {ryf} are random variables representing measurement inaccuracies. Let us write 

(6.2) using shorter notation, 

e „ - (j>{xn) + ??„ + nZ^, n = 0,1, 2, • • • , (6.3) 

where Z ^ refer to the integer lattice in 

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that {(7"}„=o,i,2,- have zero means and 

the covariances and, 

Cot;(cT",a"^) = 5n,mQ, (6.4) 
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where, Q is a positive definite matrix, and 5„,„ is the Kronecker delta function. 

Similarly, let us assume that rj^ have zero means and. 

Cov{rjlr]^) = RSiJn,m, (6.5) 

where P is a positive constant. The objective is to estimate the state x" from available 

measurements Oj, j = 0,- - - ,n ~ 1. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates, the difficulty with classical extended Kalman filtering in this 

case. Here, the standard deviation of the target movement, i.e., Q is diag[0.1,0.1], 

and the standard deviation of each of the angular measurement errors is 30^ Three 

symmetrically placed devices measure the angular locations. Its predictions are not 

very good either since they seem to deviate sporadically from estimates which seem 

to have same order of error as the target. We believe that the reason for this is the 

faulty use of angular measurements. 

6.2 Gaussian Random Variables on the Circle and the Conditional Expectation 

As mentioned in the introduction extended Kalman filtering and its various gen

eralizations fail to be directly applicable in our case since taking linear functions of 

angles don't make any sense here due to large measurement noises. Here we propose 

to treat a class of random variables on the circle as representative of measurements 

and use them in computing conditional expectations and their updates in state esti

mation. 

This type of a situation was studied by Wilsky [27, 28, 29]. Their approach was 

to expand the signals using Fourier series. The Kalman filter proposed here differs 

significantly from what is described in [31]. Let us first consider a random variable 6 

which takes values on the circle S^. By definition 6 is a Borel measurable function 

from some probability space into S^. We wish 9 to be representative of a typical 
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2.5 
estimation error 

1.5 std. dev. of measurement error =30 degs 

std. dev. of target movement = 0.1 

1000 

Figure 6.1: Estimation Error in Kalman Filtering 

angular measurement corrupted by noise. Treating noise as an additive Gaussian 

random variable, we will construct 6 as the random variable induced by a Gaussian 

distributed random variable Z upon projection of R on 5^ via x -)• x mod 27r. 

Treatment of such random variables is described in detail in [20] and [11]. For the 

sake of completeness we will describe derivations very briefly here. Let Z has mean 

z and variance a"^. Then, the density of 6 is given by. 

/e(^) = 
1 

27ra E 
(9-z+2n7r) ' ' 

e 2.72 (6.1) 

This can be expressed using the Riemann theta function (see e.g., [10],[20]). Recall 
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that the Riemann theta function d is defined by, 

00 ^ 

?9(w,r) = ^ exp{2z7r(-nV + nw)}. (6.2) 
7 ) = —OO 

Here, r is treated as a parameter, and v is treated as a complex variable. It is known 

that this series defines an analytic function of v whenever the imaginary part of r is 

positive (see e.g., [10]) . 

Expression in (6.1) can be rearranged and simplified as. 

/e(^) = -j^e ^ ^ y e ^^^e ^^ (6.3 
1 = — OC 

oo 

E 27ra 
n=—oo 

1 -c-f)' oii{0-0) 27r, 
e ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ' - T • 

27rcj 

where 9 = z mod 27r. 

Notice that the parameter r is equal to ii|f in our case, which obviously has 

positive imaginary part, hence the formula (6.3) defines an analytic function of 9. 

We wiU treat the density function of 0 given in (6.1) as the analog of the Gaussian 

density on the circle S^, and simply say that 0 is Gaussian distributed on 5 ^ Its 

mean is equal to 9 mod 27r, and variance is equal to a^. 

Now let us turn our attention to defining a jointly distributed Gaussian random 

variable on R" x5 '^ Again, we will start with a jointly Gaussian random vector {X, Z) 

defined on R" x R, and project Z down on to S^ via the modulo 27r equivalence. Let 

us denote the mean and the covariance of {X, Z) by (x, z), and the covariance matrix 

by 

^xx ^xz 

^zx ^zz 
Thus, the joint density function of {X, Z) is, 
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fx,z{x,z) = 
(27r)^v/^^i(Ey^^^^ 2 

r 1 
X — X 

z — z 
L J 

E-^ 

r -1 

X — X 

z — z 
L J 

Now, since Q = Z mod 27r, we get 

/A-,e(:i^^) 
(27r)^yd^t(E)„fr 

oo ^ 
X — X 

9-Z + 2mT 

-1-1 
X — X 

9 - z + 2mT 
)• 

We will refer to (A', 0) as a jointly Gaussian distributed random vector on R" x S^. 

Let us now compute the conditional expectation E{X\Q) and the covariance. We 

emphasize that the answer for E{X\Q) should be a periodic function in 0 of period 

27r. 

By definition. 

E{X\Q) = f ^ 
JR" Je 

xf[x,Q){x,9) 

(0) 
dx. (6.4) 

where 

fe{0) = [ fx,e{^,e)dx. (6.5) 

From standard computation involving Gaussian distributed random variables (see 

e.g., [1]), it follows that 

/e(^) = 
27rcr E 1 {e-z-2n-KY 

e 2 2^ 

where a = -jY^zz-

Again, using the definition of the theta function d, we express this as 
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r fn\ 1 -(^^^,.{9-9) .2^, , , 

where ^ = z mod 27r. 

Also, 

/ " . , . . , 1 T—V 1 (9-z+2Ti7r)2 , 

/ 2;/(A-,0)(x,^)(ix = -^=^ y e ^ ^^^{x+ Exz^zz{0 - ^+ 2mr)) 
n=—oo 

= fem-[f^fB{0)]^xz-

Therefore, 

,9-9 9 , ^, {9-9 2T^, 
— log?9 z — ^ , « — E{X\Q) = x - H E ^ e ( - ^ - ^ l o g ^ ( ^ ^ , ^ - ^ ) . (6.7) 

The conditional variance is given by E^x — ExeEggEex, as in the case of jointly 

distributed Gaussian random variables. Notice the additive term ^ ln'(9(z^-^,i^). 

It ensures that E{X\Q) is defined 0 modulo 27r. To verify this all we need to do is 

to use the quasi periodicity property of the Riemann theta function (see e.g., [10]), 

^{v + T,T)= e-'^'^e-'2'^''t9(?;, r) . (6.8) 

In our case (6.1)) reads 

^,.{9-9 + 21^) .27r, 24 2.(.-g) .,.{9-9) .27r 

Therefore, 

, , ( ^ - ^ + 27r) 27r, 27r2 2'K{9-9) , a / - (^ -^) •2^^ 
^ a 2 c r2 ' 0-2 0-2 (7^ a^ 
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It now follows at once that the right hand side of (6.7) takes the same value if we add 

an integral multiple of 27r to 9 or 9 or both. 

6.2.1 Case of several angles 

Let us briefly consider the case of several angular variables, i.e. 9 takes values in 

T"*, the m-dimensional torus, considered here as an m-fold cartesian product of S\ 

Let X be a random vector on R" and 0 be a random variable on T"". As before, 

we will treat 0 as the projection modulo the lattice 27rZ"* on R™. Let E denote the 

covariance matrix of (A', 0) and denote its inverse by S = 

to the scalar case we may compute the joint density as. 

Sxx Sxe 

SQX SQQ 

. Analogous 

fxe{x,9) = exp{-
1 

2 

-
X — X 

9-9 

1 

S 

-
X — X 

9-9 
}e{i{Sxe{x - x) + SQe{9 - 9)),i27rS), 

where, 19 denote the Riemann theta function on C" (see e.g., [10] for details). 

We may also compute. 

fe{9) = exp{--{9-9)'EQ'{9-9)}^{iE^'{9-9),i27rE^'), 

E{X\e = 9) = x + Exe^Tli0-0) 

- E ; , e ^ I n 0 ( i E 0 ^ ( ^ - ^),i27rEe'). (6.9) 

Once again it is easily seen using properties of the Riemann theta function that 

^ ( A : | 0 = 9) = E{X\e = 9 + 2TTN) for arbitrary Â  G Z"^. 

6.3 Kalman Filtering with Angular Measurements 

Let us now consider a control system. 
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A'fc+i = AkXk + BkUk + Dk^k 

Yk = p{CkXk+iOk), (6.1) 

where A' denotes the state (A'^ G R"), F denotes the output {Yk eT"^ ),U denote 

the input {Uk E W), and ^k and cok are Gaussian noise processes. Here p : R™ ^^ 

T"" denote the projection modulo the lattice 27rZ"^. We make standard simplifying 

assumptions on noise processes, e.g., E{^k) = 0, E{ojk) = 0, E{^k,^j) = Sj^k'^k and 

E{ujk,u!j) = Sj^k^k- We also assume that the initial state XQ is uncorrelated with ^ 

and ui processes. 

For the sake of convenience, let us define 0̂ ^ = {Yo, • • • ,Yk) E T^''+^^"'. Ideally, 

we would like to compute E{Xk+i\Qk), A; = 0 ,1 , • • •. In principle, this is provided 

by (6.9). However, for practical considerations it is much more convenient to have 

a recursive formula to compute E{Xk+i\Qk) which updates E{Xk+i\Qk-i) using new 

information available in 0;f Unfortunately no such formula exists here. Below we 

propose an approximation. 

Recall the recursion in the classical Kalman filter (see e.g.,[l, 23]), 

Xk+i\k = AkXk\k-i + BkUk + Lk{Zk - CkXk\k-i), 

Efc+i = Ak{Ek-^kC'k{CkEkC'k + nk)-'Ck^k)A'k + DkEkD'k, (6.2) 

with initial conditions, Xoi-i = E{Xo) and EQ = cov{Xo,Xo), and where Lk = 

Ak'^kCk[Ck'^kCk + ^k]~' -

The crucial point for our purposes is that Lk{Zk - CkXk\k-i) represents update 

using new information available in the A;*̂  measurement. In view of (6.9) we propose 

to replace this by 
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Lk{Qk - p{CkXk\k^i)) - Ak^kC'k—\n{){i{Ck^kC'k + ^k]'' 
Ofk 

{Qk - p{CkXkik-i)),i27i[Ck^kC'k + nk]-'}. 

This correction ensures that the update formula does not depend upon the choices 

of angles modulo 27r, hence allow us to define Kalman filter equations in such a way 

that it is well defined on T"*. 

This approximation turns out to be reasonable if the update at each step is rel

atively small in comparison to 27r. This is a reasonable assumption in cases such as 

ours when the relative change in the angular measurement is of the order of 20° or 

so. 

We reiterate that the noise of the magnitude discussed here quickly adds up caus

ing serious problems in the classical Kalman filter, and we have successfully dealt 

with this problem here. 

Thus, the proposed approximate Kalman filter for (6.1) is 

Xk+i\k = AkXk\k-i + BkUk + QkR;\ek-p{CkXk\k-i))-

Q,^\n^{^{R-'{Qk - p{CkXk\k-i)),i27rRk'}- (6.3) 

Efc+i = Ak{^k-^kC'k{Ck^kC'k + nk)-'Ck^k)^k + Dk^kD'k, (6.4) 

with initial conditions, Xo|-i = E{Xo) and EQ = CO'U(A:O, XQ), where, Qk = Ak^kC^, Rk 

{Ck^kC'k + ^k), and Lk = QkR^'-

6.4 Extended Kalman Filter in Wildlife Telemetry 

Dynamic equations that describe our problem is not of the form described in (6.1) 

since the output function cannot be represented as the projection of a linear function. 

In extended Kalman filtering, at each time step the system is replaced by its linear 
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approximation at the current estimate of the state, and updated using this linear 

model. Thus the extended Kalman filter using modified algorithm (6.4) takes the 

form. 

Xk+nk = Xk\k-i + QkRk\Qk-(l>{Xk\k-i))- (6.1) 

Qk^lnmRk'iQk - (t>{Xk\k-i)),i27^Rk'}-
OUk 

Ek+i = (E , -SfcC;(C,E,C; + P)-^C,Efc) + 5, (6.2) 

with initial conditions, Xo|_i = E{Xo) and EQ = cov{Xo, XQ), where Qk = ^kCf,, Rk = 

(CfcEfcC; + R) and C, = d(l){Xk\k-i-
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CHAPTER VII 

SIMULATIONS 

Example 7.1 In this example, a data set from the text of White and Garrot [30] 

is analyzed using the least squares method and the maximum likelihood method. 

This data set is provided in [30], pp. 64-68, in association with a computer pro

gram on maximum likelihood estimation. Data set contains Universal Transverse 

Mercator(UTM) coordinates of three fixed receiving stations, and azimuth angles of 

a transmitter measured by the receivers every thirty minutes for a duration of three 

hours. Transmitter is attached to an animal which is in random motion during this 

period. Table 7.1 contain coordinates of the receiving stations. Table 7.2 contain 

observed azimuth angles. Table 7.3 contain estimated position and the estimated sta

tistical uncertainty of the position using the least squares method. This uncertainty 

is quantified in terms of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. Table 7.4 contain 

estimated position and the uncertainty (quantified in the same way as above) for the 

maximum likelihood method. Since the results obtained from minimizing the sum 

of squares of the sine function of the angular errors are virtually the same as results 

obtained via the maximum likelihood method, they are not included here. 

Table 7.1: Coordinates of the Receivers 

Receiver 

1 

2 

3 

x-coordinate 

746917 

748353 

748212 

y-coordinate 

439147 

4390596 

4392147 
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Table 7.2: Azimuth Readings of the Transmitter from Three Receivers 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Azimuth from 

Receiver l(degs) 

103 

101 

102 

99 

150 

146 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 2 (degs) 

297 

298 

298 

300 

284 

284 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 3(degs) 

229 

233 

229 

229 

221 

222 

Table 7.3: Estimated Position and Uncertainty Using Least Squares Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

x-coordinate 

747135 

747049 

747151 

747186 

747157 

747121 

y-coordnate 

4391207 

4391257 

4391217 

4391238 

4391024 

4390919 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

1985 

2383 

1930 

1811 

330 

1276 

320 

355 

318 

311 

1214 

300 
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Table 7.4: Estimated Position and Uncertainty Using Maximum Likelihood Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

x-coordinate 

747130 

747028 

747142 

747175 

747054 

747136 

y-coordinate 

4391198 

4391226 

4391200 

4391209 

4391019 

4390919 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

3303 

220 

6825 

19211 

85 

93 

31 

1 

30 

30 

151 

479 

Example 7.2 This example deals with a computer generated data set for the purpose 

of comparing estimates obtained via least squares and maximum likelihood estimators 

with Kalman filter estimates. Data is generated assuming that between two time steps 

the animal may move randomly according to a Gaussian distribution with standard 

deviations in x and y coordinates equal to 20 meters each, and a measurement error 

with standard deviation equal to 10 degrees. Note that the standard deviation of 

the animal movement in data in example 7.1 are of the order of 50 meters in each 

direction, and the angular error has a standard deviation of 1.5 degrees. 

Data set contains Universal Transverse Mercator(UTM) coordinates of three fixed 

receiving stations, and fifteen consecutive measurements of the azimuth angles of a 

transmitter measured by the receivers. Transmitter is attached to an animal which is 

in random motion during this period. Table 7.5 contain coordinates of the receiving 

stations. Table 7.6 contain observed azimuth angles. Table 7.7 contain estimated po

sition and the estimated statistical uncertainty of the position using the least squares 

method. This uncertainty is quantified in terms of the eigenvalues of the covariance 

matrix. Table 7.8 contain estimated position and the uncertainty (quantified in the 

same way as above) for the maximum likelihood method. Table 7.9 contain estimated 
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position and the uncertainty using the Kalman filter. 

Uncertainties in estimates in this example are too extreme. However, it illustrates 

the eflSciency of Kalman filtering over other types in certain situations. 

Table 7.5: Coordinates of the Receivers 

Receiver 

1 

2 

3 

x-coordinate 

746917 

748353 

748212 

y-coordinate 

439147 

4390596 

4392147 
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Table 7.6: Azimuth Readings of the Transmitter from Three Receivers 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Azimuth from 

Receiver l(degs) 

121 

71 

95 

109 

119 

86 

99 

74 

81 

93 

70 

71 

85 

87 

45 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 2 (degs) 

-68 

-34 

-12 

-47 

-57 

-33 

-30 

-45 

-34 

-22 

-76 

-50 

-23 

-20 

-23 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 3(degs) 

211 

234 

188 

197 

201 

215 

203 

177 

254 

189 

230 

211 

209 

214 

212 
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Table 7.7: Estimation Position and Uncertainty Using Least Squares Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747480 

747645 

748147 

747882 

747733 

747764 

747894 

747998 

747591 

748084 

746766 

747596 

747911 

747915 

747846 

y-coordinate 

4390925 

4391607 

4391177 

43D0963 

4390893 

4391385 

4391185 

4391351 

4391665 

4391200 

4391048 

4391339 

4391413 

4391429 

4391928 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

60805 

44245 

10217 

44685 

56587 

20654 

12783 

10386 

64841 

10914 

222076 

30118 

13295 

12873 

10083 

9877 

9474 

43943 

10709 

9162 

13969 

24465 

29142 

5623 

36110 

21822 

11762 

22274 

23280 

82149 
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Table 7.8: Estimation Position and Uncertainty Using Maximum Likelihood Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747473 

747614 

748173 

747908 

747759 

747757 

747921 

747983 

747506 

748091 

NaN 

747599 

747894 

747881 

748006 

y-coordinate 

4390923 

4391582 

4391206 

4390975 

4390909 

4391376 

4391202 

4391250 

4391545 

4391212 

NaN 

4391392 

4391430 

4391455 

4391876 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

66867 

24197 

8169 

74664 

91852 

19645 

13676 

8267 

10585 

9440 

NaN 

38837 

12446 

11206 

15868 

9171 

7471 

216552 

9697 

12176 

12827 

37062 

31214 

4122 

46545 

NaN 

10826 

18944 

17446 

39661 
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Table 7.9: Estimation Position and Uncertainty Using Kalman Filtering Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747477 

747420 

747658 

747732 

747738 

747738 

747775 

747832 

747730 

747797 

747693 

747679 

747707 

747731 

747739 

y-coordinate 

4390924 

4391185 

4391154 

4391111 

4391069 

4391123 

4391136 

4391146 

4391224 

4391222 

4391250 

4391277 

4391296 

4391315 

4391391 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

30544 

20618 

13311 

9755 

7809 

6756 

5911 

5262 

4739 

4336 

4015 

3815 

3660 

3523 

3399 

5021 

3579 

2745 

2583 

2490 

2412 

2382 

2373 

2379 

2403 

2436 

2441 

2446 

2466 

2496 
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Example 7.3 This example is similar to Example 7.2 except that the standard 

deviation of the movement of the animal between measurements is taken to be equal 

to 2 meters and the measurement error is assumed to have standard deviation equal 

to 2 degrees. 

Table 7.10 contain coordinates of the receiving stations. Table 7.11 contain ob

served azimuth angles. Table 7.12 contain estimated potion and the estimated sta

tistical uncertainty of the position using the least squares method. This uncertainty 

is quantified in terms of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. Table 7.13 con

tain estimated position and the uncertainty (quantified in the same way as above) 

for the maximum likelihood method. Table 7.14 contain estimated position and the 

uncertainty using the Kalman filter. 

It is important to notice here that the difference in coordinates in the two con

secutive estimates of the position of the animal should be of the order of 2 meters 

reffecting the fact that the standard deviation of animal movement between two mea

surements is set at 2 meters during the generation of the data set. However, only 

Kalman filtering estimates seem to give estimates which satisfy this criterion. 

Table 7.10: Coordinates of the Receivers 

Receiver 

1 

2 

3 

x-coordinate 

746917 

748355 

748212 

y-coordinate 

439147 

4390596 

4392147 
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Table 7.11: Azimuth Readings of the Transmitter from Three Receivers 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Azimuth from 

Receiver l(degs) 

84 

86 

87 

87 

87 

84 

83 

84 

89 

82 

85 

88 

83 

86 

89 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 2 (degs) 

-34 

-33 

-37 

-36 

-32 

-37 

-33 

-33 

-38 

-37 

-34 

-36 

-39 

-34 

-36 

Azimuth from 

Receiver 3 (degs) 

212 

204 

206 

205 

207 

204 

208 

207 

208 

208 

204 

211 

204 

205 

207 
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Table 7.12: Estimated Position and Uncertainty Using Least Squares Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747480 

747645 

748147 

747882 

747733 

747764 

747894 

747998 

747591 

748084 

746766 

747596 

747911 

747915 

747846 

y-coordinate 

4390925 

4391607 

4391177 

4390963 

4390893 

4391385 

4391185 

4391351 

4391665 

4391200 

4391048 

4391339 

4391413 

4391429 

4391928 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

2432 

1770 

409 

1787 

2263 

826 

511 

415 

2594 

437 

8883 

1205 

532 

515 

403 

395 

379 

1758 

428 

366 

559 

979 

1166 

225 

1444 

873 

470 

891 

931 

3286 
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Table 7.13: Estimated Position and Uncertainty Using Maximum Likelihood Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747473 

747614 

748173 

747908 

747759 

747757 

747921 

747983 

747506 

748091 

NaN 

747599 

747894 

747881 

748006 

y-coordinate 

4390923 

4391582 

4391206 

4390975 

4390909 

4391376 

4391202 

4391250 

4391545 

4391212 

NaN 

4391392 

4391430 

4391455 

4391876 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

2675 

968 

327 

2987 

3674 

786 

547 

331 

423 

378 

NaN 

1553 

498 

448 

635 

367 

299 

8662 

388 

487 

513 

1482 

1249 

165 

1862 

NaN 

433 

758 

698 

1586 
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Table 7.14: Estimated Position and Uncertainty Using Kalman Filtering Method 

Data Set 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

x-coordinate 

747782 

747780 

747809 

747808 

747811 

747816 

747818 

747820 

747822 

747816 

747813 

747818 

747814 

747813 

747816 

y-coordinate 

4391380 

4391378 

4391363 

4391350 

4391342 

4391342 

4391340 

4391345 

4391347 

4391340 

4391343 

4391342 

4391339 

4391337 

4391337 

Eigenvalues of the 

Covariance Matrix 

789 

396 

267 

199 

160 

134 

116 

103 

94 

87 

81 

77 

73 

70 

68 

579 

294 

199 

154 

128 

111 

98 

89 

83 

77 

73 

69 

67 

64 

63 
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Figure 7.1: Area of Uncertainty Ellipse with Confidence Level =0.95 
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X 10 Area of Uncertainty With Confidence Level=0.95 for Kalman Filtering 
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Figure 7.2: Area of Uncertainty Ellipse with with Kalman FUtering 
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Remark 7.0.1. It is important to stress that Kalman filtering is not guaranteed to 

give a better estimate than other triangulation methods. In our simulation experi

ments we have observed that if the measurement noise is small in comparison to the 

relative movement of the transmitter during successive measurements, then Kalman 

filter estimates tend to have uncertainties comparable to or worse than the least square 

estimate or the maximum likelihood estimate. This can be understood easily for the 

reason that if the animal may move a relatively large distance between measurements, 

then there is very little correlation between consecutive measurements, hence a dy

namic method such as Kalman filtering may lose its edge over static methods. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS 

Triangulation methods have been well established for estimation of the position of 

a radio tagged animal using azimuth data received at two or more receiving stations. 

Computation of a region of uncertainty is important since only that provides infor

mation regarding the reliability of the estimate. In this dissertation, Kalman filtering 

methodology was studied as an alternative to established triangulation methods such 

as the least squares estimation and maximum likelihood estimation. Data taken for 

the study are computer generated. 

From a theoretical viewpoint, the Kalman filtering problem arising here is inter

esting since the measurements are angular measurements, hence they take values in 

a Lie group. The structure of the extended Kalman filter can be described using 

the geometry of the group. Theoretical contributions contained in the dissertation 

include derivation of sufficient conditions under which the Kalman filter is stable and 

the error covariances stay bounded. In addition, a correction term to the standard 

Kalman filter is proposed when the measurements are angles. This term is particu

larly relevant when measurement noise is large. 

Simulations were performed to compare the estimation errors of least squares and 

maximum likelihood methods with Kalman filtering. Two examples illustrate that 

when measurement noise is large relative to the noise in system dynamics Kalman 

filter out performs least squares and maximum likelihood estimates. In one Exam

ple 7.3 this is demonstrated quite dramatically. The area of the uncertainty elUpse 

corresponding to a confidence level of 0.95 decreases by a factor of 100 in the case of 

Kalman filtering. 

Users of triangulation methods space the timing between measurements so that 

consecutive measurements yield statistically uncorrrelated data. In contrast Kalman 
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filtering methodology depends heavily on correlatedness of data obtained from con

secutive measurements. This require much more frequent gathering of data than 

practiced at present. It will be up to the researchers in radio tracking to weigh 

whether the extra expense is worth the significant increase in accuracy of the Kalman 

filtering method. 
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